








(General continued)

Comment 2:
Average width: 17' 5"



Average length: 47'



Deepest depth: 8'



Shallow depth: 3' 6"



Approximate gallons: 35,000.

Appoximate Age: Unknown - Less Than 20 Years

Comment 3:
At the time of this report, the age of the pool was unknown. According to the 
seller's agent the home was built in 2001. The current owner has only owned 
the house for four years. The condition of the pool and the pool equipment does 
not appear to be 20 years old.

Water Quality Test: Fair - Cloudy

Comment 4:
A phosphates test was performed and the phosphate level was found to be at 
500ppm. A phosphate treatment is required to eliminate the phosphate issue 
from getting worse. See below test result.
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Report Summary
Water Quality Test
1) A phosphates test was performed and the phosphate level was found to be at 500ppm. 
A phosphate treatment is required to eliminate the phosphate issue from getting worse. 
See below test result.

2) There were sand deposits in the pool. I suspect that broken filter manifolds are causing 
this. 

Interior Finish
3) The Pebble-Tec finish has signs of wear and tear consistent with a pool of its age. 

4) Dark staining to the wall at the auto fill is an indication of metals such as iron in the 
water. 

Observed Defects
5) Some scaling has occurred on the tile. There are methods to safely remove scaling and 
it is recommended to consult a professional prior to trying to remove any discoloration or 
scaling. Some rust stains were present on the pool floor.

Expansion Joints
6) Overall the grout between the deck and coping was in good shape (see photos). There 
were a few locations were separation occurred. See comments and photos.

Coping
7) The coping around the pool's edge was in good condition with some signs of wear and 
tear as well as a high degree of calcium buildup (see photos).

Decking
8) Cracks in concrete deck found near shallow end of pool.

Water Feature(s)
9) Waterfall pump did not activate and no flow observed from waterfall .

10) Waterfall pump did not turn on during the inspection. It is unknown how long it's been 
since this pump has been operational. The waterfall pump only operates the waterfall. The 
three separate water features are operated by a separate pump that operated properly 
during the inspection. 
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(Report Summary continued)

Lighting
11) The pool is equipped with three pool lights that are operated by either the remote or at 
the control panel with a button marked "light". The lights functioned properly during 
testing; however, I was unable to get the waterfall light to turn on.

Pool Barriers and Safety
12) Each of the 3 wrought iron gate closures were equipped with spring loaded closing 
devices and metal latches. These gates were checked for their ability to auto close, latch 
and lock. Several tests were administered to each gate and they all failed repeated 
attempts to self close and latch. This presents a safety issue for young children that could 
inadvertently gain access to the pool from a gate that failed to self close and lock.



A small white lattice-style fence would allow for unrestricted access to the pool from the 
front of the house and this gate is not equipped with a self-closing latch. It is 
recommended that a latch allowing for a padlock be fastened to this gate to prevent it 
from being left unlatched accidentally.

Slide/Diving Board
13) Slide pump turned on, but there was a failure to prime resulting in no water flow. 

14) Water slide psi gauge needs to be replaced. 

Pool Exterior
15) The owner advised that a subterranean pipe was leaking from the large water fountain 
that has not been repaired since she took possession of the home 4 years ago.

Filter
16) There was sand present in the pool which is an indication that filter laterals are broken 
inside of the sand filter. These laterals will need to be replaced as soon as possible to 
prevent sand deposits into the pool and to allow for proper filtration of the pool water. 

17) The sand filter psi gauge was broken and must be replaced.

18) The sight glass on the side of the multi port valve was not filled with water. This can 
be an indication of a loss of suction from the pool, a bad motor, a clogged impeller, bad 
o-ring from the pump lid, a blocked return line or just the inoperative psi gauge. 
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(Report Summary continued)

Pump
19) The booster pump leaked during use but it's unclear if additional leaks occurred from 
other pumps/equipment.

20) Waterfall pump

Pentair Intelliflo VSF

Model: 

HP: 1.5

Motor Serial # 



The pump lid was not removed or inspected.



The pump did not operate during this inspection. 

21) Water slide  pump:



Pentair Intelliflo VSF

HP: 1.5

RPM: 3450

Model: 

Serial # 



The pump lid was not removed or inspected.



This pump turned on but would not prime. This resulted in no water flow to the to slide.
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(Report Summary continued)

22) Pump motor



Make: A.O. Smith Century Centurion



Type: Single Speed



Horsepower: 3/4 hp



Model # 



Serial # 



Upon arrival the pool pump and booster were on and operated continuously for over 2 
hours while I was present without issue. The booster pump was leaking from two 
separate locations and it is suspected that the pooling of water at the equipment pad is 
primarily a result from the leaks occurring at the booster pump. 

Heaters
23) The heater did not turn on manually at heater or control panel and was in the off 
position when I arrived. During the inspection the heater switched to an ON position; 
however, I did not hear the heater's burner fire or attempt to start up. It's possible the 
heater is only set to activate from the Aqua Link controller. This should be confirmed by 
the owner and tested.

Plumbing
24) Leak at booster pump, but unknown if occurring elsewhere. 

25) Low suction from both skimmers when filter pump operated at 3300rpm. This could 
be an indication of blockage in the plumbing.

Electrical
26) GFCI outlets are required by code when they are located at or near the pool equipment 
pad. It's recommended these outlets be replaced with GFCI; however, the outlets that were 
in place did appear to work properly.

27) Copper bonding lug not attached to filter pump. 
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(Report Summary continued)

28) There were no issues noted with the wiring outside of the bonding lug. 

29) The junction box shown in the photo was not secure and could allow for water 
intrusion. 

Maintenance Equipment Present
30) The telescoping pole would not lock into the extended position.
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